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tvONE Introduces HDMI 4-port output module for CORIOmaster at ISE 2018 
 

Margate, Kent, UK , 1 February 2018 -  tvONE™ (www.tvone.com), a leading designer and manufacturer 
of cutting-edge video and multimedia processing equipment, will introduce a HDMI 4-port output 
module for CORIOmaster, providing the 4RU C3-540 CORIOmaster video wall processor with up to 56 
outputs, at ISE 2018 (Stand 1-M130).  
 
The CORIOmaster family, which includes the 4RU C3-540 CORIOmaster, the 1RU C3-510 CORIOmaster 

mini and the ½ RU C3-503 CORIOmaster micro, are modular 4K video processors with high quality CORIO 

scaling. Mixed input resolutions, pixel perfect window placement, source and screen orientations, bezel 

adjustment, edge-blending and customizable output resolutions all contribute to CORIOmaster being 

the most flexible video wall processor platform available. This allows designers to achieve the most 

striking visual effects possible.  

CORIOmaster systems also feature streaming media and 4K playback modules, which allow digital video 

from the cloud or the internet to be seamlessly blended with local media and AV connections and 

presented together on a video wall in any desired configuration. 

tvONE will also demonstrate CORIOgrapher, tvONE’s proprietary creative video wall design software for 

the CORIOmaster family.  Designed to make the creation of custom video walls faster and easier to 

setup than ever before, CORIOgrapher gives creatives full access to the features of the CORIOmaster 

product line.  

To download an accompanying image suitable for publishing along with this news release, please use 

the following link, it will take you to tvONE's Product Photo web page: http://www.tvone.com/high-

resolution-press. 
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tvONE is a world class developer and manufacturer of video conversion and AV signal distribution 

technology. With offices in the US and R&D and Manufacturing facilities in the UK, tvONE provides a 

complete line-up of products and services for the professional AV, broadcast video and digital signage 

markets. Following the global merger of tvONE and Magenta Research in July 2013, the company tvONE 

now encompasses these two superior brands under one umbrella. 

The tvONE brand specialises in video, audio and multimedia processing equipment, based on its 

proprietary CORIO® video conversion technology. Products include all-in-one system solutions, 

windowing processors, scan converters, seamless switchers, video scalers, up/down/cross converters, 

analogue-digital converters (SD/HD-SDI, HDMI, DVI), format converters and standard converters. 

Magenta Research is the industry-recognised brand for the transmission, switching and flexible 

distribution of multi-format video, audio and auxiliary signals over fibre and Cat-X cabling. Products 

include AV extenders, distribution amplifiers and matrix switchers for DVI, HDMI, VGA, and component, 

composite, s-video, audio, USB, and RS-232 signals. 

For further details visit www.tvone.com  
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